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                                            MATHEMATICS 
 

1. Add 1 to greatest 7 digit number                                                                     

a) 9999999                     b) 10000000         c) 10000001             d) None of these 

 

2. What is the smallest 9 digit number?  

a) 100000001               b) 10000000    c) 100000000                d) None of these 

 

3.Six crore seven lakh fifty four thousand thirty two, which one is correct? 

a) 607540032                 b) 60754032 

c) 6754032                     d) None of these 

 

4.What is the place value of 7 in 37685832 Indian and International system?     

a) Ten Lakh and One hundred thousand  

b) Seventy Lakh and Seven Million  

c) Ten Lakh and Ten Million  

d) Both A & B  

 

5. What is the place value of 5 in 258051231?  

a) Fifty Thousand and Five Crore  

b) Ten Thousand and Ten Lakh  

c) Fifty Thousand and Fifty Million  

d) Both A & C 

 

6. What is the next three numbers by observing the pattern? 

 

  5735245, 5735190, 5735135, ________, _________, _________ 

 

7.What is the successor of 35759999? 

 

8.Arrange the following numbers in ascending order. 

  17065780, 15645325, 17500000, 16805675, 7500056 

 

 

9.Arrange the following numbers in descending order. 

  135352145, 123535175, 121623635, 122163125, 122353567 



10. Write in words.(According to international place value system): 6,768,432 

 

11.Write in expanded form: 93,08,564 

 

12.Write the numbers and mark the period with commas. (According to 

international place value chart):  

i. Five million three hundred thirty four thousand one hundred sixty seven 

ii.Four million six hundred forty thousand 

iii.Sixteen million ninety one thousand nine hundred 

 

13.Perform the operation mentioned and write the answers in Roman 

Numerals: 
(a) XI × V = _________  

(b) XXV ÷ V = _________  

(c) VII ÷ II = _________  

(d) VII+ XXIII = _________  

(e) XXX – XXI = _________  

(f) XXI - XX = _________ 

 

14.Mike forgot the rule while writing Roman Numerals. Help her by 

drawing a circle around the incorrect Roman Numeral and write the 
correct numbers beside:  

(a) 15 = VVV  

(b) 24 = XXVI  

(c) 8 = IIX  

(d) 19 = XVIIII  

(e) 25 = XXVX  

(f) 17 = IIIXX 

 

 15. Write Roman number for each of the following  

a.34_________           b. 87______________    c. 100_____________d. 

92___________ 

 

 

 

 

16.Write the successor and predecessor of given numbers 

 a. 307018 b. 55863300 c. 147890528 

Successor    

Predecessor    

 



17. Write the number name of the following 

a. 87,26,550-__________________________ 

b. 93,653,400-________________________ 

 

18. Find the difference of the place value and face value of underlined digit. 

a. 470900172   

Place value-_______ 

Face value _______ 

Difference-_______ 

 

b. 36554575 

Place value-_______ 

Face value _______ 

Difference-_______ 

 

19. Answer the following questions. 

a. What is the greatest 7-digit number-____ 

b. Arrange the digits of the number 74315689 in ascending order._______ 

c. How many millions make a crore?_____________ 

 

20. Write (T) for true and (F) for false statements. 

a. Three times X= 300 _____ 

b. XL is smaleer thans LXI _______ 

c. XXXVII - XXIII = XIV _________ 

d. 1 subtracted from LIV = LV ______ 

e. LXXX is the predecessor of LXXIX ____________ 

 

Activity 

Roll No 1-15 

Bookmark on Indian Place value chart till ten crores place 

 

Roll No 16-30 

Bookmark on International Place value chart till hundred millions place 

________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



               SCIENCE 
 

ROLL NO  1-15 

 

1.There are many scientists who have brought about a revolutionary change . 
Name 5 scientists. Paste their pictures and write a few lines on their 
contributions in the scrap book  
 
 2.Make a chart on safety rules and safety sign 
 
Roll NO 15-30 
 
1.Find five food items which are preserved in your home write their name and 
also paste their picture in scrapbook.  
 
2. Make a chart showing do’s and don’ts for preventing spread of 
communicable diseases.  
Make a chart on safety rules and safety sign.  
 
Activity 
Let’s Go Green  
How exciting it is to see a plant growing when you grow it with you little 
hands! The hobby of gardening is good for health, fitness and recreation.  
It involves physical activity in open air. We get immense pleasure from the 
sight of flowers, plants, leaves and fruits. This summer, let’s become gardeners 
and learn about some farming also. Do any one of the activities given below.  
 
Follow all safety precautions while handling all the gardening equipments.  
 
Involve your family members also in the activity. 
# Have fun growing a plant You can grow a plant (herbs such as mint, 
coriander, lettuce, ornamental plants, air purifier plants etc.) in used coconut 
shells, discarded plastic bottles, jugs, broken coffee mugs, old sports shoes etc. 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 

ENGLISH 
 
1. Make a creative magazine. There will be two parts of creative 
magazine. 
i) Write these five paragraphs on ruled sheets and make them a part 
of the creative magazine 
a) If I were a bird. 
b) The person I like the most. 



c) The world of my dreams. 
d) When I helped some needy person. 
e) My visit to an amusement park. 
ii) Newspaper activity ( Do any four) 
a) Paste any one interesting story or article from the newspaper. 
b) Do the activity of 10 scrambled words in the newspaper and paste 

the cutting. 
c) Solve any two crosswords in the newspaper and paste the cutting. 
d) Cut any two interesting advertisement from the newspaper and 

paste the cutting. 
e) Solve the spellathon given in the newspaper and paste the cutting,  
 iii) Book review of the two prescribed books i.e. Oliver Twist and 
Arabian Nights.  
_______________________________________________________ 
 
   SOCIAL STUDIES 
 
Roll No 1 - 15 
A) Lets play the atlas game. 
 Flip through the pages of the atlas and find out the following 
S. 
No. 

Name of 
the 
country 

Capital Latitude Longitude Currency Flag Language 
spoken 

1 Argentina       
2 Belgium       
3 Canada       
4 Denmark       
5 England       
6 France       
7 Germany       
8 Hungry       
9 Ireland       
10 Japan       
 
Roll No 16 – 28 
India is going through a hard time due to CORONA VIRUS 
(COVID-19). But there are the people, with never die attitude, 
serving the nation as well as the people of the country. Who are they? 
Find about them & write how they are doing great service to the 



nation and its people. 
Note:- Write them in scrap book & paste related pictures. 

 


